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Bel Air Side Table.
Visit crateandbarrel.ca

Artist Rachel Ovadia
Streets of San Francisco 36-inby-48-in.
Visit ovadiaart.com

Cavett Chair and Ottoman
Visit crateandbarrel.ca

Original abstract art is making its mark in the Canadian
market; the ability to appreciate self-interpretation
and relish in culture and beauty is a true statement of
remarkable interiors. It has become increasingly popular to
strive to own originals and collect pieces from local artists.

Vintage retro is in full effect,
inspirations from the ‘50s, ‘60s and
‘70s are popping up everywhere.
Walnut tones and distressed
leathers are all the hype. Danish
Modern inspired pieces are
favourites among many crowds
and are fitting to modern, eclectic
and artisanal looks.
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Tango

The colour of the year is dramatic,
animated and full of energy, and is vividly
reminiscent of fiery sunsets. This is the
perfect hue to help kick-start a New Year!

by dvira ovadia

Latika 4-Piece
Place Setting.
Visit echodesign.com
Kantha Quilted Pillows.
Visit westelm.com

Hans Wagner Chair. Visit dwr.com
Classic pieces, remade to suit the times, are a hot
commodity. Reinventing popular design pieces
makes them interesting and appealing to new
generations and brings a refreshing touch to
interior spaces.
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Exotic, global and ethnic finds make for great
accent pieces and bold touches. English quilts,
African prints and Indian-inspired saris and
patterns are making their way onto household
textiles with their bold hues. These vivid tones,
textures and designs are even making their way
onto our tabletops. Adding a dash of colour to
your table never looked so tasty!

Salvaged Wood Table.
Visit restorationhardware.com
Olive Wood Paddle. Visit crateandbarrel.ca
Untreated, distressed and artisanal woods are
a huge craze – the Modern French Country
farmhouse look has gone mainstream. The
look is current, chic and extremely desirable.
Everything from beds, tables, chairs and
mirrors to kitchen accessories is now available
in that organic appeal. If it’s rustic, reclaimed
natural or white-washed wood it’s a sure fit.

dvira ovadia
Dvira Ovadia manages and runs her
own design firm offering a full range
of design services. Dvira has appeared
on numerous TV shows, most notably
as the winner of From The Ground Up
with Debbie Travis. For the past five
seasons, Dvira held the positions of lead
designer and art director for HGTV’s
Income Property and is currently in
development of new seasons.
dvira.com
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